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HOUSING — TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE 
Grievance 

MS J.M. FREEMAN (Mirrabooka) [9.42 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Planning. I thank her very 
much for taking my grievance today. My grievance is about the provision of telecommunication services and 
development applications and ensuring that when people move into new homes, they have connected not only their 
power, gas, water and sewerage, but also their phone line and internet—their telecommunication services. 

The minister has been very responsive to this issue and is dealing with it as a matter that can be addressed and 
resolved by the Western Australian Planning Commission, not just as a federal issue, which is especially important 
given the increased housing construction and redevelopment in our suburbs that will occur due to the WA Labor 
injection of COVID-19 recovery funds. As we all know, and as was outlined in the Urban Development Institute 
of Australia Western Australia Division column in The West Australian on Monday, the WA property market is at 
its busiest ever. In fact, the president of the Urban Development Institute, Col Dutton, said — 

In particular, the building and development industries have been working to absolute capacity since June 
in order to meet the unprecedented demand for new land and housing that has been prompted by the launch 
of financial incentives from the State and Federal Government for building a new home. 

As the Premier pointed out in question time this week, there is more residential construction per capita in WA than 
in any other state in the country; indeed, for the month of September, building approvals increased by 42.6 per cent, 
which is the strongest rise of any state in Australia and 74 per cent higher than in September 2019. This is to the 
credit of the WA government, which has not only kept us safe during the COVID-19 pandemic, but also ensured 
a stimulus to deal with the concern of the housing industry about the lack of houses being built in June. The 
$25 000 state government grants combined with the commonwealth dollars make building a home very affordable 
in Western Australia. We know that the development of land is happening at a rapid pace, and inner suburbs such 
as those that I represent—Balga, Koondoola, Girrawheen and Mirrabooka—provide great opportunities for first 
home buyers to find new homes, often through infill development and larger quarter-acre blocks. We know that 
applications for the urban development of land are being approved at a rapid rate. Those time frames have now been 
extended because the state-based bonus scheme has been extended so that construction of a home can now get 
underway within the next 12 months. I understand that change is really welcomed by the industry. 

I know that the minister and our WA Labor government want to develop this housing stimulus and the capacity to 
do urban infill and develop without the extra hiccups that occurred in a case that I brought before and discussed with 
the minister in October 2017 regarding residents in the seat of Mirrabooka. I brought that case here to try to find some 
resolution. In that case, a couple moving into their home in Balga built on a subdivided block and then found that 
Telstra could not connect their phone line—therefore, they could not get internet—because the developer had not 
made provision for the existing connection to reach the three houses that now sat on the block. In this rush and rapid 
development stage, we need to ensure that that provision occurs. If we are developing urban development in areas 
such as Balga and Koondoola, which are 15 or 20 minutes away from the city, very convenient and very capable 
of receiving new housing development, we need to ensure that those areas have the necessary infrastructure. People 
move into those houses knowing that power and gas and sewerage will be available, and they need to be assured 
that the infrastructure for internet, which is now so vital to us, will also be there. 

As the minister will recall, there was a pit on the land at the property, but the pit was not suitable for the connection 
to the three properties on the redeveloped block. The couple were advised by Telstra that although the failure of 
the developer to provide telecommunication services to each block was a breach of federal legislation punishable 
by a fine of up to $25 000, that breach was not pursuable. No action could be taken because the Western Australian 
Planning Commission subdivision applications did not require the inclusion of telecommunications prior to approval, 
so these home builders were unable to force the developer to provide the telecommunications infrastructure. 

The couple were told that remediation of the issue would cost around $10 000 to install a conduit to the three properties. 
In the first instance, the developer refused to pay that. What was going to happen was they were going to bring the 
pit to the front of the properties and then hook-up the three houses, but the developer was reluctant to pay for it. The 
developer had subdivided the block and walked away when the couple were building their house. Thankfully, after 
much lobbying and pressure from the couple, myself as the local member, the minister’s office and Telstra, the 
developer finally met the cost and the Balga couple could get affordable internet to replace the $120 a week they were 
having to pay for wireless data provision. 

I note that the minister did not then let the issue lapse. We did not want to deal with it as a one-off; we wanted 
to make this a systematic change, and the minister pursued those changes to ensure that connection is part of 
development. I note that the minister’s great efforts and dedication to having this fixed at a systemic level is 
something that we are looking at today and that the minister is about to announce. It is great that we have done 
this, because we know that internet is a primary means of communication and is widely used to access community, 
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health and education services and to connect family and friends. This has never been more apparent than during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. I welcome the minister’s response to this and that WA Labor is going to deliver on this 
issue. Thank you.  

MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Planning) [9.49 am]: I thank the member for Mirrabooka for the 
grievance today and I acknowledge the member’s efforts on this issue. I think it is an opportunity to demonstrate 
what being an effective local member is all about—that is, raising a serious issue that has arisen in the community 
with the minister and then working together to solve it. As the member said, we solved the issue in that particular 
situation, but it exposed, in a sense, a policy failure that meant that many people could be faced with a similar situation 
of possibly having to incur thousands and thousands of dollars just to connect to basic telecommunications infrastructure. 

I will go through the background. Under commonwealth legislation, a mandate exists for incorporated developers 
to provide telecommunications infrastructure for developments—that is, fibre capability. However, until now, there 
was a loophole that allowed small housing subdivisions in Western Australia to be built without ready connection 
to telecommunications infrastructure, as no such legislative or policy requirement existed in the federal sphere for 
small non-incorporated developments. This has resulted in significant additional cost to home owners to retrofit 
pipework to access broadband services. 

The lack of telecommunications infrastructure for new lots was raised in Parliament by the member in 2017, when 
constituents in Balga were potentially left with the costly burden of retrofitting an internet connection. As a result 
of the member’s representation to me and to Parliament, I asked the department to commence investigations into 
the development of a draft position statement to address the issue of regulated non-incorporated developments. 
In defining the policy scope and policy measures for the position statement, consultation was undertaken with 
NBN Co Ltd; the commonwealth Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Communications; 
the Urban Development Institute of Australia; the Property Council of Australia; the Institute of Public Works 
Engineering Australasia; and the Western Australian Local Government Association. As a result, the Western Australian 
Planning Commission released the “Draft Position Statement: Fibre Ready Telecommunications Infrastructure” 
for a 60-day public consultation period from 23 May 2019 to 22 July 2019. A total of 24 submissions were received 
on the draft position statement, with seven from local governments. 

Today, I am happy to announce that I have released the new “Position Statement: Fibre Ready Telecommunications 
Infrastructure”. The new policy closes the loophole and requires telecommunications infrastructure for new lots to 
be incorporated at the earlier stages of the planning process. It works in tandem with state planning policy 5.2, which 
addresses the need for effective internet services and rollout of networks. It provides clear direction to developers of 
new subdivisions that they must incorporate fibre-ready pit and pipe infrastructure at the earliest possible stage of 
planning. Like power and water, internet is now an essential requirement in a modern, connected community, and of 
course we have seen that demonstrated during the pandemic when a lot of people chose to work from home. The 
policy is part of a series of reform measures. Of course, as we try to encourage infill development, in many instances 
they are small builders and small developments, so this basically closes a loophole that would have potentially 
exposed thousands of new homes to not having the necessary telecommunications infrastructure. 

Finally, I thank the member for Mirrabooka for raising the issue. Again, I am very proud that we have addressed 
what has been a significant gap in the community and that we are preventing new home owners, families, school 
students and older people from purchasing properties that do not have the necessary telecommunications infrastructure. 
I thank the member for her work on this issue. 
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